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Cuenca del Río Ter

Ter river is the main river in the East of 

Catalonia.

Its headwater is in the Pyreenes and go down 

to the Mediterranean sea crossing gorgeous 

landscapes. 

The tailwater section is a top class fisheries 

only 1 hour driving from Barcelona

PAQUETE 1 DÍA

salidas guiadas
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 T
er “Ter River” is one of the larger and wide river in the intern area of Catalonia.

It borns in “Ulldeter”, in the Oriental Pyrenees, and goes through the regions of 
“Ripolles, Osona, La Selva and Gironés” . Besides, also cross “Girona, El Baix 
Empordà” and flows into the Mediterranean Sea in “La Gola del Ter”.
Between “Osona” and “La Selva” it´s found the system of reservoir Sau- Susqueda- 
Pasteral, set aside for standardize the wide, electricity production, and the service 
for the metropolis of Barcelona (8m3).
Above the reservoir system, we have a wide area for fishing around “Ribes de 
Freser, Ripoll and Camdevanol”, combining parts of “Ter” River and “Freser”. Below, 
in the area of “Anglés” it is practised an intensive fishing along the year, one of the 
best Catalonia reserve.
The fly-fishing journey guided by Club Salmon 2000 offer, fishing in the best pro-
weather , taking advantage of the fishing journal with the technique guide´s advice 
and the best reserve

FISHING IN  PRE-PYRENEES AND IN THE PLAIN
“Ter River” present an indigenous brown trout population, with medium sizes in 
the top zones of the river where you also can catch trouts up to 45cm. There are 
some stocked fishes that have adapted and it is hard to differentiate between the 
indigenous one. 
Fishing in this river can be made with dry fly, nymph and  the duo (hopper dropper 
or similar). Letting the fishermen the choice accord their preferences, but above 
everything offering good places for each one of the variance of fly-fishing, and a 
guide that teaches you how to detect the river and its requirements.       
On the other hand, in the lowest part down to damn, thera are a stocked program 
for brown trout, with some rainbow trout from oldest stocked, creates a high 
density of fishes. That´s why this part is well know for fishng championship and  
for fishing all year long.  Trouts here have a wide range of sizes, from fry  to 60+ 
cm´s trout, which give name to the area: “Magic-Anglés”, where great moments 
and battles are guaranteed.  This stretch where trout was introduced decades ago, 
it´s habitat of barbe; with big sizes and quantities. So, when nymphing fishing, 
sometimes can bite “barbel” or trout, and because of that it can surprises with a 
memorable battles.
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THE FISHING GUIDE

Fishing accompanied by a guide allows the fisherman to correctly choose the flies 
appropriate for each situation, learn to read the river and receive advice from an 
expert in those waters. Transform moments of doubt into fishing time, identify the 
problems and difficulties that arise in the river and learn how to solve them, so that 
it is not simply a temporary solution but allows the Fisherman improve their level 
both at technical level and knowledge.

PICNIC
The fishing day will be accompanied with an outdoor meal, prepared and provided 
by the fishing guide. Usually includes typical sausages, bread, wine and some 
refreshments or cervesa. There are many nooks and beautiful landscapes to take a 
break while forces are reset to continue the fishing day.

LODGING
Those wishing to spend more than a day fishing in the area or to other tourist 
activities, Club Salmón 2000 can book accommodation as an extra service fishing 
trip. We have several options for hotels and bed depending on the area you prefer 
to spend the night, either to be near the fishing area or to continue a tour. Do not 
hesitate to contact options.

MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT RENTAL RATES

Rod & Reel Fly Fishing, Wear & Fishing Boots (sizes 
M, L, XL)

45 €

Flies extras (the fishing outing includes box of 6 flies) check

Other materials visit 
www.flyshopsalmon2000.com
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G U I D E  T R I P S

Cuenca del Río Ter
Agencia GC1511

FLY FISHING GUIDED TRIPS

-The guided trip could be organized evrey day in the 
week, but always is better try to book forward to 
have time enought to get the fishing ticket (limited)

-We try to plan the trip for the best part of the river 
in function of the weather, forecast o the 
waterlevel. We always have communication with or 
client before to get the ticket

-The trip is for all the day, we`ll inform to you about 
the fishing schedule, and we could adapt it to your 
neccesities.

-Our clients always are covered for an accident 
insurance (included in the price).

Guided trip: 

Fishing Period:            
All the Year

Price for a guided trip 
(each angler)

195 € * (1 angler)
155 € * (2 anglers)             
135 € * (3 anglers)

* TAX are not included

Included: 
- Guided Trip.
- Fishing ticket.
- Lunch: Picnic/Tapas close to 
the river. (extra paid by the 
angler).
- Accident insurance.

Not Included
- Trasport to the fihsing area. 
(100€)
- Fishing Equipment
- Tips (10/15% reccomended)

R-T1SG




